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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Se denote the Specht module, defined over the integers, corresponding 
to the partition p of n. Suppose that e, , e2 ,..., e,, is the standard basis of P, 
and let ( , ) be the bilinear form on Su defined in [l]. We shall evaluate the 
determinant of the Gram matrix whose (i, j)th entry is (ei , ej), and shall denote 
this determinant by det p. Our result is strikingly similar to that obtained by 
Jantzen for the general linear group. The value of this exercise is that it gives 
a lower bound on the p-modular irreducible degrees for the symmetric group 6, , 
for the results in [1] show that if pe exactly divides det p, then the p-modular 
irreducible representation of G, arising from Su has dimension at least d - e. 
In particular, we are able immediately to complete the proof of the Carter 
Conjecture [2] which states a necessary and sufficient condition for SU to be 
irreducible modulo p when p is p-regular. 
The determinant we seek turns out to be a product of quotients of hook 
lengths huc/hbr . This shows that if hoc/hbc is coprime to p for every pair of 
nodes (a, c) and (6, c), then Su is irreducible over fields of characteristic p, 
and this proves the part of the Carter Conjecture unsolved in 121. 
Before giving a formal statement of the formula for det ~1, let us outline what 
the result says. 
We shall see that det /* is the product over a, b and c, with 1 ,< a < b < s 
(s --: the number of non-zero parts of p), and c z; ph , of (h,,/h,,) raised to 
a power which is calculated as in the following example. 
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EXAMPLE. Here is (p) with the nodes (a, c) and (b, c) marked: 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 
x@xxxx 
x x x x x 
X@XT 
x x y-x 
x x-x 
We raise (h,,/h,,) to & the dimension of the ordinary irreducible representation 
corresponding to 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
x 0 x x x x x-x-x-k 
xxxxx 
x0x 
x x 
X 
In other words, given nodes (a, c) and (b, c) with a < 6, we unwrap from (p) 
the skew (b, c)-hook, and wrap it on at the end of the ath row. The quotient 
(hac/hbc) is raised to f the dimension of the new representation; the sign is + 
if and only if the sum of the leg lengths of the unwrapped and wrapped-on 
skew-hooks is even. Thus, in the above example, the (3,2) and (5,2) nodes 
contribute 
to the determinant for (11,9, 6, 5,4,4, 3). Det(l1, 9, 6, 5,4,4, 3) is obtained 
by taking the product of all such numbers for pairs of nodes (ca, c) and (b, c) 
with 1 < a < b < 7 and c < pFLI, . 
To facilitate the statement and proof of our Main Theorem, we shall use 
/I-numbers [4]. Recall that these are a simple generalization of “the first column 
hook lengths” of a diagram; the reader who is unfamiliar with their definition 
will lose little rigour if he replaces the phrase “F numbers” by “lengths of the 
hooks corresponding to nodes in the first column” in what follows. 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that p1 > t~s > ... 3 ps > 0, and 
P = (Pl > P2 ,..., pa) is a partition of n. 
DEFINITION. Let & , ,B2 ,..., ,!I8 be integers. Define d(& , B2 ,..., /3J = (the 
dimension of the ordinary irreducible representation of a symmetric group 
corresponding to a diagram whose p-numbers are /I1 , B2 ,..., 8,) x (the signature 
of the permutation Z- of 1, 2,..., s for which fir,, > p2,, > ... > bSn). 
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This definition does not make sense if some fii is negative or if some pair 
of pi’s are equal; in such cases, we define 
a$ 3 B2 ,..., A) = 0. 
Note that the Branching Theorem for representations gives 
We can now state: 
MAIN THEOREM. 
EXAMPLE. If p = (n - m, m), then 
EXAMPLE. If p = (3,3,2), then 
X 2126 . 321 . 521. 
The core of the proof of the Main Theorem lies in a recurrence relation for 
det CL, and we deal with this in the next section. 
2. A RECURRENCE RELATION FOR DETERMINANTS 
For 1 < i < S, let pLi = (pl , p2 ,..., pi - 1, pFLI+1 ,..., p.J. If pi - 1 < pi+1 , 
define det pi = 1. 
Let R be the set of nodes which can be removed from (CL) to leave a diagram. 
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THE BRANCHING THEOREM FOR DETERMINANTS 
EXAMPLE. If 
(I4 = (5,393, 1) 
=xxxxx 
x x x 
x x x 
X 
then R = 1(4, l), (3, 3), (1, 5)), so 
det p = det(4, 3, 3, 1) det(5, 3, 2, 1) det(5, 3, 3) 
h 
h,, ” 1 * 
h 
h,, ” 
dim(5.3.3) 
1 
h 
h,, ” 
dim(5.3.2,1) 
1 
Note that here, as in the rest of the paper, we adopt the usual convention that 
empty products equal 1. 
For the proof of the Branching Theorem for Determinants, we use Specht 
modules defined over the field (w of real numbers. 
We order our standard tableaux by the rule that t < t* if and only if the 
last integer which is not in the same row in both tableaux lies in an earlier 
numbered row of t than t*. For example, if p = (3,2), then 
135 125 134 124 123 
24 <34 <25 <35 <45 
Let t, , t, ,..., t, be the standard p-tableaux, in this order, and let e, , e2 ,..., ed 
be the corresponding standard basis of 9. A pply the Gram-Schmidt orthogo- 
nalization process to obtain an orthonormal basis fr , f2 ,..., fd of 9 from 
el , e2 ,..., ed . The elements of the new basis are uniquely determined, up to 
a sign. Let q = (qii) be the matrix defined by 
ji = i qiiej . 
i=l 
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Then q is lower-triangular, and 
det ,U = (det CJ-~ = fi 4~~. 
3=1 
(2-l) 
Further, we may choose fi such that, for all j, qij is positive. 
Now Jet t,d+ly tr,+2 ,..., t,i+Y. be the standard p-tableaux which have n in 
the ith row (so yi = dim pz), kd suppose that Vi is the RG,-, submodule 
of Su spanned by 
el , e2 ,..., e,i+,i. 
Since V,CV,C..., and our bilinear form is G,-,-invariant, 
vj = U,@ lJ,@*.-@ uj, 
where Vi is the II%,-,-module spanned by 
Next, let 
be the standard basis of Su”. There is an RG,-,-homomorphism Oi mapping Vi 
onto Su’; Bi is given by 
The restriction of ~9~ is an R&-r-isomorphism from Vi onto 3”. 
Define a new bilinear form ( , )* on Vi by 
(u, v>* = (z&9, ) v6,) for all 24, V E Vi , 
where the second bilinear form is that on Su’. Since U, is an absolutely irre- 
ducible lRG,-,-module, our new bilinear form on lJi must be a multiple of the 
original one, by Schur’s Lemma. Thus, there is a constant (which must be 
positive, since both forms are inner products), say mi2, such that 
mi2(24t+ , "ei) = (14, V) for all 24, v E Uj . 
From the standard basis &.+r , t&f2 ,..., E$.+,~ of Su” we may construct an 
orthonormal basis, Jzi+i , 3si+2 ,..., 3z;c,+nl, , say, where we may again assume 
that the matrix q@) given by 
(2.2) 
has positive terms down the diagonal. 
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Since mi2(fs,+J$ , fi,+pf4) = (fm,+r , fad+?) for 1 < r, z < yi , it follows that 
hfs,+14 9*--P mifs,+,,,8i} is orthonormal. But, for 1 < r < yi , 
and the definition of 0, gives 
Since we have chosen to make qsi+7,rd+r and q$+7,XI+,. positive, it follows that 
Substituting this in (2.3), and comparing with (2.2), the independence of 
T z,+l ,..., G$++ gives 
(i) for 1 < Y < yi . (2.4) 
Using (2.1), we have: 
x,-w, %+Ya 
detp=fiqG2= n qz2 n qG2*** 
“*+Y, 
I-I !7ij2 
j-l j-z,+1 he,+1 j-0,+1 
(The last product is only over (k, 1) E R, because the other products are empty.) 
To complete the proof of the Branching Theorem for Determinants, we 
are left with the task of evaluating m k2 when (k, I) is a node which can be 
removed from (p). 
Note first that 
= q$ n (length of the ith column of (ye))! 
i-l 
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Similarly, since e,k+r,,k+l corresponds to the first pk-tableau, we have 
@ 
1 = dk+l,zk+l %G (length of the ith column of (@))! 
Thus 
(4:L~~+1/411)2 = k when (k, 1) E R. (2.5) 
Now, tzk+l has n in the kth row, and, ignoring this position, 1,2, 3 ,..., n - I 
are in increasing order down successive columns of tZk+r . If w occurs in t, in 
the place which n occupies in tzk+l then 
t ++1 = t,(v, u + I)@ + 1, u + 2) ... (n - 1, n). 
EXAMPLE. If p = (4, 3, 3, 2, 1) and k = 4, then 
t, = 1 6 10 13 1 6 9 13 1 6 9 13 
2 7 11 2 711 2 710 
3 8 12 -!$?0,3 812 (1(1,11)3 812 
4 9 4 10 4 11 
5 5 5 
1 6 9 13 1 6 9 12 
2 7 lo 2 710 
--+‘-3 (1112) 811 (73) 3 8 ll = t 
s&+1. 
4 12 4 13 
5 5 
(Notice that the tableaux “on the way” are always standard.) 
Let pi1 be the axial distance from o + u to v + u + 1 in 
t,(a,v+ I)(w+l,w+2)~~~(a+u- 1,vfu) 
We introduce the notation 
f tl(~,“+l)...(v+u-l.u+u) forfi , where ti = t,(o, v + 1) a.* (V + u - 1, cu + U) 
in order to prove 
f tl(v.v+l)...(u+u-l.u+u) 
= &(l - po2) - (1 - PL)~-~'~ et,(v.v+l)...(v+u-l.v+u) (2.6) 
+ a linear combination of earlier e’s. 
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(2.6) is certainly true when II = 0 (empty products equal 1). But 
f t,(v.o+l)...(v+u-1.u+u)(ZI + , w + u + 1) 
= Puftl(~.“+l)...(v+u-l.v+u) + (1 - pu*)l’*ft,(v.o+l)...(vcu.v+ufl) 
by Young’s Orthogonal Form, as it is stated and proved in [3]. 
Therefore, assuming (2.6) is true for u, 
(1 - fu2)1’2ftl(“,“+l)...(~+~.~+~+~) 
= qll{(l - PO*) .‘. (1 - p;-i)}-“* el,(~.~+l)...(v+u-l.v+u)o + 4 v + u + 1) 
+ a linear combination of earlier e’s. 
(That the other e’s really ure earlier comes from Lemma 25.5 in [3]). 
We have now proved (2.6) by induction. In particular, 
f q+l = 4Al - f,*)(l - A*) - (1 - fL-P1* ezk+l 
+ a linear combination of earlier e’s, 
bh1!14~k+l.zk+l )” = (1 - &s)(l - p?) *** (1 - p;+i). (2.7) 
Finally, we prove that 
k-l h 
q1 - /%I*)(1 - f12) *.. (1 - fL-1) = I-l1 c:% when (k,l)~ R. (2.8) 
(2.8) is certainly true if k = 1. If k > 1, then p;‘, p;l,..., p&-r are all the 
axial distances from (k, I) to nodes in a later column of (p). These axial distances 
are the integers 
k, k j l,..., h,, - 1 
k - 1, k,..., h,, - 1 
k -4 + 1, k - 2 f 2 )...) h,, - 1, 
where z is the largest integer such that pLz > pk . 
But, if x < y, then 
(1 - x-‘}{ 1 - (X + 1))‘} *** (1 - y-“} 
_ {@ - 1)(x + 1)) . {x(x + 2)) *** NY - l)(Y + 1)) 
x2 . @ + 1)2 . . . . . y2 
= (x - l)(y + l)/xy. 
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Therefore 
k(l - Po2N - P12) *.- (1 - PL-1) 
= k (k - l)hlZ . (k - 2) h,, (k - 4 h,t 
k(h,,- 1) (k- l)(h,,- 1) ““‘(k-z+ I)(h,,- I) 
h IL h 22 =___.___ . . . . . 
hll - 1 hzl - 1 & (k - 4 
since h,+l,t , hr+2.1 ,..., h,-,,, = (k - z), (k - z - 1) ,..., 2. 
(2.8) has now been proved. Putting together (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8) we 
have: 
k--l h 
mk2= ljh,l when (k,l)ER 
which show that the constants appearing in the statement of the Branching 
Theorem for Determinants are correct, and concludes the proof of the Theorem. 
It should be noted that this Theorem may be deduced from Theorem VI in [5j; 
however, we believe that the alternative proof given above is easier than Young’s. 
3. THE PROOF OF THJI MAIN THEOREM 
Let 
Then, by (1. I), Xt,C can be written as a product of s factors, the ith factor being 
dhl.h . . . ..~..+hbe.....h‘.-l.....hb,-hb~ ,.... h.1) 
Let Ytf be the contribution of the (a, c) and (b, c) nodes to 
8 
n det $. 
i-1 
We calculate the quotient Yf,“/Xtt , assuming inductively that the Main Theorem 
is true for partitions of n - 1. 
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Case 1. Suppose that the last node in the cth column is not at the end of a 
row. Then for i # a, b, the contribution of the (a, c) and (b, c) nodes to det ~1’ is 
d(h~,.ht,.....h.,+hb~....,h,~-l,....hb,-A~~. . . . . A,,) 
for i = a, the contribution of the (a, c) and (b, c) nodes to det pi is 
h,, _ 1 d(h,l.hP1 . . . . . ha,-l+hbc ,..., hbl-hbc. . . . . h.J 
h bc 
for i = 6, the contribution of the (a, c) and (b, c) nodes to det $ is 
( hbch” 1 ) 
d(h,l.~,.....h,,+hb~-l....,~~~-hb~. . . . . A,,) 
Comparing this with (3.1), we have 
Yb”,” h,, _ 1 d(hl,.&l ,... .h.~+hbe-l.....hb~-hb~.....h,,) - zzz 
XaC 
bC hb, - 1 
h 
’ h:: t-1 
dh.h , . . . . hal+hbe ,... .hbl-hbo-I..... ha) 
. 
Care 2. Suppose that the last node in the cth column is at the end of the 
jth row and b <j. 
Note first that here we have 
h,,+h,, =h,,+ 1. (3.2) 
This case is identical to Case 1, except that for i = j, the contribution of the 
(a, c) and (b, c) nodes to det pi is 
so we have 
h,, _ , dhdw..... h.,+h,,~-l.....h~l-h,~-l.....hjI-l,.... had 
hb, - 1 
Yit h,, _ 1 dhh , . . . . h,,+h,-l..... hb,-hbc s.... ha) -= 
X0= 
be he - 1 
d(h,,.Sl I . . . . h,,+hb,... ..hbl-Abe-l ,..., ha,) 
d(h&L,,. . . ..h..~+hbc-l.....hb+~~-l,..., ha-l.....&) 
d&,.&~. . . . . h.,,+h,, s..., A,,-ha, s.... All-l s..., A,=) 
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But (3.2) shows that 
ml, h,, ,...> h,, + h,, ,..., h,, - h,, ,a.., hj, - I,..., h,,) = 0 
and that 
q11 7 h,, 9**., ha, + hb, - I,..., h,, - hb, ,***> hjl ,a*., h,,) 
+ d(h,, , h,, ,..., h,, + h,, - I,..., hbl - h,, + I,..., hj, - I,...) h,,) = 0. 
Therefore, 
in this case. 
Case 3. h,, = 1 (so c = &. Here, the (b, c) node does not belong to $. 
Hence, in this case, 
EC! h,, _ ] dh.h..... hh,l--l+h,,, s..., hbl-hbc . . . . , ‘b) - xzz 
XQC 
bc 
h be 
dh.h, . . . . ,h,l+hac-l.. . . ,h,,-a,,. . . . , a84 
h,, _ 1 d(h,,.h,l ,... .h,, . . . . . haI- . . . . . h,J 
= 
h ac 
h 
’ h:: (4 
d(h&zl.... ,hal+hac . . . . .hbl-hat-1 s..., h,l) 
9 
since hbc = 1. 
We have now computed Yfz/XE,” . m all possible cases, and can go on to 
complete the proof of the Main Theorem. 
For P,.+~ + 1 < c Q pFL7 , h,,,+l = h,, - 1 and h,,,,, = ha, - 1. Therefore, 
Cases 1 and 2 prove that, provided CL+. < pb , 
where we have written z for pT+r + 1. But 
h-k-- 1 =(S--+$-b)-(y--+fb-CLT+l+ 1) 
= s - y - 1 + prtl = h,+l,l . 
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Thus, provided pr < pb , 
(This also holds if pr+r = p7 , since empty products equal 1, and if T = s, 
since h,, - h,, - 1 is negative when c = 1.) 
Similarly, using Case 3, 
= 1, otherwise. 
But, from the definition of Yti , 
and this gives 
whereupon, the Main Theorem follows from the Branching Theorem for 
Determinants. 
Collecting together the terms involving h,, , we obtain the following alternative 
statement of the Main Theorem (IL’ being the partition conjugate to p): 
THEOREM. 
ath place bth place. 
Thus the exponent of h,, in the product is calculated by removing the skew (b, c)- 
hook and then qdding skew hooks of the same length higher in the diagram. Each 
way of doing this contributes f an irreducible dimension to the exponent, the sign 
being positive if and om’y if the sum of the leg lengths of the skew (b, c)-hook and 
the new skew hook is odd. 
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EXAMPLE. If p = (5, 4, 3, 2) and (b, c) = (2,2), we consider 
xxxxx 
x x x-x 
x x-k 
and 
XL 
x x x x x x-x-x-x-x xxxxxx xxxxx 
x x x x x-x-x-4 x x y-x-x 
X X x x-x 
X X X 
Thus, the (2,2)-node contributes h, (= 5) raised to the power 
-dim(lO, 2, 1, 1) + dim(6,6, 1, 1) + dim(5, 5, 3, 1) 
to the determinant for (5,4,3,2). 
If TV lies in a p-block of defect 1, then precisely one hook length in p is divisible 
by p (and this hook length is not divisible by p2). The form of pblocks of 
defect 1 for 6, shows at once that the lower bound obtained from our Main 
Theorem for the degrees of pmodular irreducible representations is the exact 
answer in this case. 
When a skew hook is added to a diagram in all possible ways and the corre- 
sponding signed dimensions are summed (a dimension having positive sign if 
and only if the added skew hook has even leg length), we obtain zero. Hence 
we have the following result, which was first observed by C. D. Gay: 
COROLLARY. 
(det p)(det p’) = (n hook lengths in b])dim: 
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